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With half the ‘cruising season’, and
indeed, half the year, already gone, by
the time we got to the end of July we
were chafing at the bit to get going. 2020
had had a horrible start for us, and then
came Covid-19, and both events slowed
us down mentally, physically and
emotionally. Fortunately our energy has
started to come back, and we were keen
to move on from what is a convenient
but not well-named location for us (we
initially went in to Paradise Point for a
standard vet check up for Tiger – with
the resultant loss of our baby boy, I will
never consider it Paradise). However,
most of this month was still spent on the
Gold Coast, the delay primarily because
we were waiting for the order, then
installation, then parts, for our new
house battery system. And when that
was finally installed there was a small
glitch in the system that unfortunately
delayed us further. To fill in time we
spent the month walking around
Paradise Point, South Stradbroke Island,
and a couple of inland hills. We also met
some great people this month, mainly
landlubbers, and one local who is
planning to row from America to
Australia!
I had my second Covid test this month.
As per last time I knew I didn’t have the
virus but I did have a slight sniffle and a
slight sore throat. These are typical cold
symptoms but as we had been in very
recent contact with a couple who were
immune compromised I went through
the rather uncomfortable exercise of
getting Covid tested again for their peace
of mind. I cant figure out why the Covid
test results in the southern states take so
long to process; according to news
reports and one direct personal report,
test results down south are coming back
two to five days after the test. I was
warned of a 48-hour turnaround on my
first test and got the results back in 9
hours. I was warned of a 72-hour
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turnaround on my second test and got the results back in
14. Admittedly my tests were done at a university hospital
so they probably have a plethora of student resources to call
on, but the fact that extra people haven’t been trained up to
take the load in Victoria doesn’t make sense. And tests from
northern NSW are getting sent to Brisbane for analysis!
Losing weight! After six years our house batteries had had
it. We know that some batteries last longer than this, and
some don’t get even this distance; longevity depends on
their quality, use, and the conditions they operate in.
Instead of replacing like for like, we took a big (and
currently still expensive) step of replacing our AGM’s with
lithium’s. The cost of the batteries is just one of the factors
in the expense, the cost of all the other bits to protect the
rest of your system is also significant; still, we didn’t have to
replace all our wiring! It is always a gamble doing
something completely new, however we think we have
made the right decision. We have gained some space in our
battery box as well - the volume of three lithium batteries
fits into the volume space of one AGM. The weight has also
been reduced to a third!
Moving on. A date set in the calendar can become a
powerful omen. For the past six months we have had the
31st of July listed as a travelling day– however the original
plan had been to be going a ‘wee’ bit further than we ended
up. But we are thankful that we have started to head north
and can get to enjoy the tail end of the 2020 ‘Cruising
Season.’

At The Boat Works
At The Boat Works

Sailing north!
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Today we kept on the middle road.
The original idea had been to do a
similar loop to last time but the
afternoon sun was quite hot with
minimal breeze and I preferred the
dappled shade on the road to the
exposed beach. So we stayed
inland. We initially reached North
Currigee Camp Ground and were
going to continue until a turn
around time and then reverse our
steps but instead took a break in
the campground. I was hoping to
use the picnic seating but this was
taped off, and we chose instead to
rest on the carved-out seat of an
old ironbark looking log.

South Stradbroke Island
A small world.
1st July 2020. We got up late. Well,
latish for me anyway; 0800 instead
of around 0600 or 0630. The sky
above us was mainly overcast
stratus, yet the sky to the east and
west was a light blue and clear of
clouds. Andrew offered a walk – but
not until after lunch; which could
mean anything. I filled the morning
in on June’s newsletter, some
recreational reading, and the dishes.
It was 1355 when we started
walking – leaving the tinnie at the
same place as yesterday but instead
of heading east across the island we
headed north. We have followed
this first section of this road before,
in March, heading through the
middle and then taking SSI6 to the
east before heading south on the
eastern beach before returning back
to the broadwater on a westerly
traverse of the track labeled SSI7.
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When we headed back we followed
the same path, although not at all
times our footsteps, as the 4WD
tyres of a work truck, that had
delivered workers to the cove at
the campground for a boat ride
home to the mainland, had
obliterated our tracks. To confirm
our ‘bread crumbs’ with the
footprints missing we had to
instead look for the walking pole
marks along the edge and middle
of the road.
The main road is sandy, as are
most of the other roads on the
island, and they all look the same,
both in breadth and substrate. But
so do some of the driveways! We
almost walked up two of these. On
the first half of our walk, as we
turned from one such driveway,
my comment had been ‘that wont
get us anywhere.’ Andrew’s
response had been
‘except
perhaps a cup of tea.’ The universe
must have been listening –
unbeknownst to us at the time,
that particular driveway lead to a
property owned by friends of
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people we’d met on the mainland a week ago, and on the way
back, having seen us pass, we were hailed and indeed invited in
for that a cup of tea. It also turned out we’d seen this family
around the area in the past. It is a small, small world. We
wouldn’t have been the sweetest smelling of guests so a big
thank you T, S, L, P, E, L, O & B (and furry T&T) for their
delightful hospitality. As we’d started late and it was getting
later we finally left the group around 1630. I was originally
expecting to be back at the tinnie at 1555. An incoming tidemade water hazard was negotiated over one section of the
track and we left shore as the sun went down.
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Hiding behind dredge Discovery

We’d waited for the passing waves from a small power boat to subside before launching the tinnie, but
we couldn’t dawdle –there was a bigger power boat, with a much bigger wake, on its way (There is a
big sign on this beach warning of the wake from powerboats and indeed we have been caught here
before (returning to a swamped tinnie in 2015)). Whilst this anchorage does not usually host ‘small
ships’ we were very glad for the presence of the dredge Discovery, behind which we sheltered from the
oncoming tsunami of the wake until we could get back to Sengo without being swamped.

Same, Same, but different
2nd July 2020. Any cloud in the sky this morning was high and thin. There
was 5 per cent forecast chance of rain and winds were supposed to be light.
A great forecast for outdoor activity, but first we headed indoors. The
morning task was to head to Runaway Bay Centre for some shopping. We
weren’t technically out of food but we were getting low in fresh vegies and
we had a few questions for Telstra regarding our internet plans (that seem
to have been changed without our knowledge). Somewhat surprisingly we
were attended to in very short time in the Telstra tenancy and shuffled into
a booth in a matter of a couple of minutes. Andrew’s comment of ‘this is
cosy, where’s the coffee,’ must have been heard somewhere because after
working out what we wanted to do with our Telstra plan, we were sent off
with complimentary coffee cards for thirty minutes before the transactions
were complete.
This afternoon’s walk was again on South Stradbroke Island. To ensure we
don’t get bored taking the same route every time we mix the tracks up a bit
– this time heading east from South Currigee Camp Ground on SSI8, heading
north up the eastern beach and then back to the middle of the island on
SSI6. We also took a lesser track to the south, checking out the boats
anchored in a sheltered anchorage behind a sandbar (that anchorage always
seems to be full). The adjacent land has
two old picnic tables, partially
overgrown with vegetation, that would
be good for group sundowners on the
beach - which is probably why they
were put there in the first place. Of
course these days, sundowners has to be
a slightly less intimate affair.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Washing
3rd July 2020. We didn’t get much done today. Andrew was
going to go up the mast for a rig inspection but it was a bit
windier than predicted so we put a halt on that activity. The
wind however managed to dry most of the shirts I’d washed
last night and they got pulled inside late afternoon. The day
however wasn’t overly productive. For some reason I was
feeing unwell and I went to bed mid afternoon. I wasn’t sure
if my condition was due to the fact I had overeaten at lunch
time, or was my reaction to a sugar filled brownie for
morning coffee yesterday, or that the material I was working
with to finish off the small window curtain and pelmets for
the C2 cabin overhead window covering still smelt a little of
cigarette smoke; whatever the reason, I was not up to my
usual energetic self. So I went to bed and was happily
sleeping this off until I was essentially shaken awake. Andrew
didn’t get a look at the boat that caused the ruckus but it was
clearly big and clearly in a hurry at the end of the day –
probably a worker trying to get to Jumpinpin before the sun
went down. What it did do was cause havoc inside, despite
the fact we have most things packed down. We have been
anchored in a similar situation here in the past - that time the
rock was big enough to push the pot plants from the helm
position to the cockpit floor- and Tiger suffered through it –
we were on shore. I don’t know whether he got bruises hard to tell under the fur of a tabby coat – but he was very
glad to see us to get a cuddle when we got back. This time we
fortunately sustained no damage.
I had completed the small curtain because the generator was
on and the machine is not yet ferreted away. There remains
one project to be done for our future hiking trip. If I can find
the right material, Andrew has given me the task of making
lightweight waterproof mittens – cheaper than buying them.
The first and second iteration patterns were getting there –
the third was very close but checking Google we found a
factor we had not included. So iteration four is currently
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waiting for tacking (by the time I got
this far it was getting late, and I was
getting a headache so called a halt to
any further activity). Fortunately after
the sun went down there were no
more mad boat drivers to ‘rock the
(our) boat.’
Weather wise, there was a slight
drizzle after dark. Administration
wise: we got notification we are now
back on the electoral roll. I had
managed, at the AEC’s suggestion, to
get off the electoral roll because none
of their categories reflected our
current situation, and if we are not
near a polling station when there is an
election we will get fined – sometimes
however, despite best intentions, it is
impossible. We are, in fact, between a
rock and a hard place with this
lifestyle; it is technically illegal not to
be on the electoral roll BUT none of
the categories for their system legally
cover our current situation. However,
with the changing situation with
Covid-19 and the potential of having
to prove our whereabouts (all our
documentation relates to an address
in Victoria) we now have official
Federal Government documentation
to say we are ‘itinerant’… even if the
description doesn’t cover us. We may
not need to use it to prove our
transient lifestyle, but if it is not
convenient (read ‘impossible’) to vote,
we don’t have to do that either.

4th July 2020. Another non-descript and unexciting day. The
westerly wind with a lee shore provided for a jiggly windagainst-tide situation. There were no clouds all day and the
wind reached a frisky 25.4 knots. (according to our gauges –
the official maximum gust at the Seaway was 22 knots). I did
a few items of washing, perfected the waterproof mitten
pattern for Andrew, read at bit, and we watched the Geelong
vs Gold Coast Suns AFL match.
Perfected mitten pattern
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Out for Sunday lunch.

A Riveting walk to Bunnings.

5th July 2020. The first real big wobble came mid morning yet
there were wobbles from around dawn, probably fishing boats
heading out for their regular fish. From mid-morning however
the smaller boats (fishing and day boats) had been joined by
larger vessels – going north and south – probably heading out
for their Sunday lunch. On board Sengo was barely comfortable
so to get away, we thought we’d go out for Sunday lunch as
well. Combining activities I thought we could have lunch on
shore at Runaway Bay (ended up at the Tavern) and then head
out for a walk. We didn’t get as far as I hoped - and it was my
fault. I am looking for some comfortable shoes to put my
orthotics in for in-house wear so we went shopping in those
shops that were open at the Runaway Bay Centre. The best
options were at the expensive shoe shop of course, but nothing
seemed to work with my feet, and we came out empty handed.
Of course by this time it was near mid afternoon and we were
running out of time for a longish walk so instead we took a 20
minute stroll each way to Runaway Bay Marina for an
afternoon cuppa at the café before returning to boat.

7th July 2020. No not really…If you
had told me seven years ago that I
would be walking around 18
kilometres just to go to the hardware
store I would have thought you mad.
Admittedly the closest hardware
store to us seven years ago was
further away than this, but we had
cars then (there were no buses
where we lived). Now, whilst buses
are available here, in this day and
age, in the main we tend to avoid
them, and of course we are in
training, so walking if possible is the
way we travel.

Jobs of the day: Washed dishes, an evening yoga session, read a
bit, washing, finished newsletter (that took a few hours trying
to minimise the size but I gave up in the end)

Paradise Point.
6th July 2020. We moved early in minimal wind – it was close to
high tide so there was little risk heading straight over to the
lesser channel to access the Runaway Bay Marina for a fuel
stop. I had help with the ropes from the attendant at the fuel
dock but the landing was smooth – with no raised voices
(including mine) heard, which is a good sign. We needed 3/5
tank full of diesel, one small gas bottle replaced and two jerry
cans filled up.
At around 1000 we were heading in to Paradise Point and there
seemed to be a big gap behind a catamaran that we are often
next to here (but have yet to introduce ourselves) and a
monohull. That was the spot we were aiming for until we
realised the mono was the one who’d hit us in the middle of the
night in late March (we still have the scars!). Not only did we
not want the stress of having him behind us, we don’t trust his
anchoring; so we squeezed in between a power boat and a
different cat closer to the public jetty. Of course, as per last
time, very shortly after we put our anchor down the offensive
monohull upped anchor and left the anchorage; perhaps he
doesn’t want to be around us either.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

We took our usual route from the
public jetty at Paradise Point down
Bayview Street to the Runaway Bay
shopping Centre, then through the
centre and down Morala Avenue to
The Brisbane Road (Gold Coast
Highway). Turning right toward
Arundel we wandered to Bunnings,
before returning to boat via lunch at
Harbour Town and back the same
way. We didn’t take many
distractions today but we did stop at
the RSPCA Op Shop (where I
managed to get a sheet with seaside
motifs to back the good curtains –
see Aboard Sengo June 2020). There
was only one pussy cat on display –
lovely black and white animal who
was not obvious but Andrew spotted
him in bed. When he made an
appearance and gave us a yawn we
said hello. I did tell him that we
wouldn’t be able to take him home
and at that he yawned again, gave us
a disdainful look and returned to his
hidey hole – it was if he was saying ‘
you got me out to inspect you for
nothing!”
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I was carrying a modest amount – I hadn’t increased the pack weight as it was going to be a longer
wander and I was still conscious of my improving back. The pack weight did increase about the weight of
a sheet over the day but I also consumed some water so the difference was probably negligible. Andrew
is still looking after his knees and took a partially packed day pack. The weight on his back did increase
however, initially with the purchase of several packets of rivets (which was the reason for our trip to
Bunnings) then with some books we had picked up at the Runaway Bay Marina laundrette. The idea was
to replace them tomorrow with the ones we had already read on boat.

Just Floating around ……. But not on water
or

Learning to live with a ‘sand fly.’
8th July 2020. Surprisingly we both woke up with
minimal discomfort from yesterday’s ‘hike’ (or
was that ‘expedition’ as it was over 15
kilometres?). I would like to think the short yoga
session I did last night helped but I am not sure.
Recently, after a big walk (hike/expedition) we’ve
been taking a rest day but today we had another
walk planned – or at least I did.
On Monday when we had picked up the anchor
and we were heading across to the fuel dock at
Runaway Bay Marina I brushed my hand through
the air thinking I was swatting away a sand fly (or
something similar). It didn’t disappear so I
swatted again. After the third attempt at it not
going anywhere I realised it wasn’t a bug at all –
the small black moving dot was on my right
eyeball. I hadn’t felt anything, I hadn’t rubbed my
eyes, I hadn’t walked into anything (‘happens
occasionally when I get particularly focused on
something). But I did have a constantly moving
black spot every time I looked in a new direction.
Andrew suggested it might be a ‘floater’ and
would probably go away. To this end I put up
with it and depending on where I looked I either
didn’t notice it or I noticed it far too much,
particularly when I was in rooms with white
walls or reading books with white pages. It was
decidedly disconcerting! It didn’t go away on
Monday and yesterday after our long walk to
Bunnings in Arundel it was still there, although
‘there’ was an arbitrary location since it moved
every time I moved my eyes. So, assuming the
best but planning for the worst I popped into
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Spec Savers in Runaway Bay Centre to see if I
could access a professional for some advice.
As it turned out yesterday all the optometrists
were booked so I had to make an appointment
for this morning. The first available
appointment at 0840 wasn’t going to work as
pulling Andrew out of bed for a pre 0800 start
would be impossible. The next available was
1040 so we took that - a much more leisurely
stroll would be possible, as would the
opportunity to drop off some of our second
hand books at the ‘boat next door.’ The ‘boat
next door’ was a catamaran we’d been sharing
some of our anchorages with but hadn’t actually
introduced ourselves to. Upon raiding the books
at the Runaway Bay Marina laundry yesterday
on the way home we’d found ‘the boat next
door’ had left their mark on some of the swap
books (we also leave our mark on the books we
read). We had some similar books to swap to
those that had been marked and we thought
we’d offer them to the boat next door before
replacing the ones we’d commandeered;
whatever they didn’t want we’d deliver back to
the launderette shelves. As it was the timing
was such that they were leaving the anchorage
for a couple of days so we gave them the three
bags of books with the note they could give us
back what they didn’t want when we next saw
them (or they could likewise get rid of them if
that didn’t happen); at least it meant we weren’t
carrying too much weight on our backs for the
journey south.
The walk was non descript –a very familiar path
and we were a bit early. Having got rid of a heap
of books we got distracted by a cheap book stall
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in one of the Centre’s walkways so ended up
picking up five new books. Which was just as
well; Andrew needed to keep himself amused
whilst I got my eyes checked.
Spec Savers was extremely busy. There was
hardly a spare waiting seat in the premises and
if there was, it wasn’t for long. My appointment
was for 1040 but it was 1140 before I was
finally free of the place. There was the initial
wait, then photographs of the eyes, then another
wait and then a chat with a lovely optometrist.
After a quick exam she put drops in my eyes and
stated they’d take around 15 minutes to take
effect. What these did was open up my irises a
bit more. I didn’t realise this, it was Andrew
who pointed that out when I found him for my
15 minute break from the premises. I had
however been warned that I would possibly
lose a bit of focus – oh great I thought, If Iose too
much focus l am going to be walking around
looking drunk – that will probably reinforce the
stereotype of back packers as I had a full large
pack on my back! The upshot though was that
I’d indeed just got a ‘floater’ so there was
nothing to worry about (there would have been
if I’d had several). Even better, the whole
process was covered by Medicare so I was
happy with that. It was just now a matter of
walking back to boat.
When we had left boat the sun was out but the
wind was a little fresh. The wind had dissipated
a bit by the time we headed back but the sun felt
brighter. Even with my sunglasses on I didn’t
think I’d ever experienced the sun so bright,
until it dawned on me (no pun intended) that
my pupils were expanded. Normally in bright
lights the pupils shrink to cope. There was
nothing I could do about this so with sunglasses
on I kept my sight away from as much light as
possible – which was a little difficult walking up
a suburban street in the middle of the day. We
got back to boat around 40 minutes later … to
find another vessel as a neighbour… he must be
a sheep. – the anchorage is empty apart from us
and a semi abandoned monohull to the north –
comparatively this boat had parked on top of us.
We are friendly but…..really.
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Later However…. This boat isn’t floating. We
hadn’t noticed this boat until we got a call
from a fellow yachtie. His son was on this
boat, helping the boat’s new owner deliver it
to its new storage pen. However on their
maiden voyage they’d lost power and drifted
into this anchorage. Not a good start but this
all happened on a dropping tide. They didn’t
hit anything on the way in, which was handy
as then entrance isn’t all that wide in
comparison, but they did eventually hit the
sand bank. Our tinnie is much smaller but
Andrew went over to see if he could help….
The tide however had gone out too far and
whilst there was water still around the base of
the boat it was well and truly stuck – Andrew
almost got stuck just trying to make contact.
In the end we couldn’t help them and rescue
services turned up later – they didn’t turn up
initially because they knew it was a dropping
tide. It seemed the rescue services left again
though – the tide wasn’t high enough and
there was imminent rain. We don’t know what
time the boat was moved - but it was after
dark.

Not floating!
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9th July 2020. I woke up to complete stratus grey skies. The
rain had started at 1930 last night and had fallen on and off
ever since. At 0730 it rained again, although at the time the
rain radar on bom.gov.au showed a lot less in the sky than
last evening. The official chance of rain was 90%. I think
they can increase that to 100% locally. The boat that was
stuck yesterday had been moved to the public jetty –
apparently there is a major problem with its engine – not a
good start to owning a ‘new’ (secondhand) boat. Rain
threatened all day but when it did come during daylight
hours it was light. We spent the day on boat.
We didn’t get a walk and we didn’t do any yoga. We did
however do a bit of cleaning, and cleaning up; moving a few
things around boat so it looks a bit tidier including moving
the air conditioner and some tools, washing some scrap
material to get the mustiness out of it so I can use it to
wrap around some rubber for storage, making a pear loaf
for lunch, washing the dishes, reading a bit and enjoying
the usual weekly text chatter I have with a fellow Geelong
supporter (landlubber whom we met last year on the
Clarence River in Northern NSW) as we watched the
Thursday night AFL match.
10th July 2020. Despite going to bed at midnight I was up
and awake at 0630. The clouds to the east had a lovely pink
tinge on them. The sun peaked its head over the horizon at
around 0645. The forecast was 40% chance of rain in the
morning. Light winds. I was hoping to get Andrew off boat
for a walk. The generator went on again this morning due
to battery power but we used the opportunity to make
water – not the cleanest spot in the area but by far not the
dirtiest either. The water was glass.
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It didn’t reopen, but in its place, in the
past few days, the Burleigh Bakery has
opened; Artisan Sourdough bread and
a good collection of gluten free (with
decent flour) sweet treats. What isn’t
gluten free is predominantly spelt or
wheat that has been treated with an
extended process to break down some
of the elements that people with wheat
intolerances usually react to. The bread
looked superb and we came home with
two loaves; one much heavier than the
other, and the added weight put nearly
two extra kilos in my pack. Good bread
is generally heavy – we looked forward
to trying it. We of course can’t control
the situation but it is a pity this
business wasn’t here seven months ago
– not only would I be happy buying
their fresh bread (as opposed to frozen
stuff from the health food store) but
having a cuppa and something nice for
a
treat
would
be
an
easy
decision…..we’ve been around Paradise
Point around seven plus months and
we are about to leave…..

Ten kilometres is not a great increase on our last walk but
Andrew had upped his pack weight, whilst he is still
playing around with the taping of his knee. We took a
different route today – to Hope Harbour Marina on Hope
Island. The direction was practical, we were dropping off a
parcel for friends at the marina. Of course our arrival
coincided with lunch so the café below the marina office
was our turn around spot. The walk back was as non
eventful as the walk there but we did stop for a cuppa and
‘something nice’ when we got back to Paradise Point.
From the ashes... Paradise Point seems to be overloaded
with cafes. It is a wonder how any new business can get a
foot-hold here. One such business had literally just opened
(for a few days) when the shut downs for Covid 19 came in.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

Sunrise 10th July
Paradise Point
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Into the clouds - Witches Falls Circuit
11th July 2020. When we got the tinnie to the public
dock the air was dry, as we started walking to pick
up the car light drizzle pattered down upon us and
we couldn’t see the mountains to the west, but
after picking up the car the rain had cleared again
and a mainly blue sky vista of the ranges filled the
windscreen. There were clouds still hanging
around the top of the distant mountains though,
and they didn’t move.
We started the Witches Falls Circuit walk (on
Mount Tamborine) later than I had originally
hoped. This was partially due to not being quick
enough to get out of bed but also due to my upper
left arm, which I suddenly found engulfed with pain
as we were planning to leave boat. I didn’t wake up
with the ailment but it was concerning – the last
time I had had pain like this was when I ripped
muscles in my calf! The extra weight that I had
been convinced last night I would be able to carry
today came out of the pack (a packet of both
almonds and macadamias) and we tentatively
loaded the tinnie for our trip. Andrew asked me if I
would be able to walk today – I didn’t know.
However the ‘drugs’ (iboprophin) seemed to have
clicked in and by the time we got to the car hire
premises the pain was forgotten.
There are two entrances to the walks that make up
the Witches Falls Circuit. We chose the less
pedestrian one; the car park being grass verges at
the end of a dirt road with no facilities. The stone
pillars however signal that once this entrance was
significant.

July 2020

there was one patch of
rock scree that needed
negotiating
and
a
patch of fairly soft mud
at the other end of the
trail – where a lagoon
apparently appears if
wet enough and you
need to take a bypass
track.
The basket on my
cheap walking poles
fell off again – but
Andrew again found it
with
his
‘good’
eyesight – this time we
were looking for black
against dark brown

When the clouds lifted – we got the view!

As we passed the pillars and descended into the
forest the haunting tones of misty water vapour
partially blocked the sun’s light and fully blocked
the view. The cloud had enveloped us. The track
was mainly earth and mostly easily traversable;
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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and with the popularity of the track it was possible the
basket had been stepped into the mud. We really must do
something about permanently attaching the baskets so they
wont fall off.
When we came out at the other car park I was a bit
confused. There was a stone ‘shelter’ giving information of
the track. We needed a break so stopped here and sat on a
stone wall surrounding this feature. I was expecting picnic
tables and a bbq. As it was we’d stopped too early and those
facilities, along with toilets, were to be found further along
the track which paralleled the road – but by the time we
passed these we had eaten our lunch and were on our way
back through the forest to the car. Bird calls were more
prolific at the other end of the track (the eastern whip birds
being dominant) and further down the slope although the
raucous call of corellas flying overhead drowned out any
twittering from small bush birds and the call of deep
throated pigeons.
We tried for an afternoon cuppa in The Gallery Walk at
Eagle Nest but the cafes were very full – a typical Saturday
tourist jaunt up the hills (social distancing wasn’t really
noted) so we headed back down to sea level, dropping the
car off this afternoon rather than tomorrow, and settled
back on boat late afternoon. The day was enjoyable except
towards the end when the pain in my left shoulder started
to come back just as we dropped the hire car off – which
meant I had to walk back to boat being very careful of how I
used my left walking pole.
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Witches Falls National Park
was proclaimed on the 28th
March 1908. It was the first
National Park in Queensland.

I think someone put their anchor
down a little too close to their
neighbor!
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12th July 2020. My shoulder was in serious pain today and I spent some of the day in a sling. I had
actually felt a bit better in the wee hours of the morning but an exercise that was supposed keep
movement in the shoulders reinvigorated the pain. Andrew got to do all the domestics – I am sure he
wasn’t that impressed but he coped magnificently.
13th July 2020. A 0800 phone call to the Hope Island Chiropractic Centre could nab me an 1100
appointment at the masseuse – I was hoping for something sooner although the arm felt a little better
but I still wasn’t moving it much. I tried making an appointment with a physio at another clinic I’d
been to (for my feet) but that wasn’t going to happen until at least this afternoon. So I kept the
massage appointment and we tootled off – I carried nothing on my back. The masseuse spent a good
amount of time on my back and arms – overtime actually - and I knew he could have gone more –
unfortunately trying to counteract the pain in my arm over the past couple of days I’d stiffened
everything else back up. Massage done I came out of the practice with the instructions to keep moving
but not to overdo it….which meant essentially moving anchorages today was off the cards (our seven
days was technically up). They did offer a doctor’s certificate to that effect if the water police came
around but I declined – it was just going to be another piece of paper on the boat – I am sure if I
needed an acknowledgement I could have rung the practice. Jobs of the day when I got back (with
minimal use of the arm, of course); made muesli, a small amount of washing (with the right hand), and
made muffins and salad for dinner with Anui – who have finally made it to Queensland!
14th July 2020. The plan today had been to move up the Coomera River and anchor outside The Boat
Works for an early docking on the morrow for our stay for the installation of our new batteries.
However the wind predictions were westerly and the gusts expected to get up in the high 20’s. The
Coomera River outside The Boat Works isn’t that wide and there is limited space for the usual 2 to 3
boats waiting to get into the yard. Because of these restrictions there is limited scope for the anchor
chain. We are a big boat. A big boat with big winds needs a good length of chain – there was potentially
not going to be enough room for the chain amount that I’d be happy with. So pushing the boundaries of
legality (given we should have officially left the anchorage
yesterday) we decided to wait out the higher winds in the
current anchorage and stay overnight and move tomorrow
morning. Of course I didn’t count on the GCWA boat coming
around (they are the people that photograph you to make sure
you do not stay too long in any one spot). We would have argued
‘safety’ but they weren’t after us (not that we know of, they could
have photographed us). They were after the little yellow
monohull that has also been sitting here for over a week – damn
it – I was using that as my reference to where our anchor was.
Gusts in the high 20’s did affect us and put us on a lee sandbank
but the wind settled down in the afternoon. Jobs for the day;
washing, reading, clean up boat for contractors for tomorrow,
and put the front cockpit furnishings back out front.
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technically overstayed it’s time!
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15th July 2020. The anchor was up at 0635 and we
were safely tied up on dock at The Boat Works at
0825. The speed up river was 5.2 to 5.4 knots when I
looked at the gauges – under engine. We were
overtaken by a Lagoon catamaran who was clearly in
a hurry and the last we saw of him – from a distance,
was that he was perpendicular to the shore at The
Boat Works so we guess he was going up on the slip.
The sun wasn’t up when we pulled the anchor up at
Leaving Paradise Point anchorage
0625 but by the time we got outside the Paradise
Point anchorage it had popped brightly over the horizon of South Stradbroke
Island. The motor up the river was non eventful – the odd small boat passing
us going the opposite direction, and the one Lagoon catamaran passing us! A
kayaker waved and then turned in behind us. The last time a kayaker had
done this was in Pittwater. Tiger kept a close eye on that one and he travelled
with us quite a way. This one spent less time on our stern (and some time just
toward the middle from the stern that we thought would give him less
support) before turning around. But he kept up with 5.2 knots. Well done.
Paddling in our wake
Hoping for the best I put the fenders (which may or may not have been
needed because some of the docks here have their own fenders) and the ropes
on the starboard side, but we were sharing a berth and it turned out we needed a port tie up so I had a
mad rush swapping the lines to the other side, manoeuvring around the paddle boards and the kayak to
be able to pass the lines to the two helpful The Boat Works helpers on dock. Thankfully there was little
wind, and with an outgoing tide it was a smooth docking. The sun was warm but there was a bit of a nip
in the air

The rest of the day wasn’t spent as efficiently as we’d hoped, although Andrew had a better time than I
did. He had allocated 6 hours to service the winches in the helm station and he managed to do it, along
with a bit of cussing, in 7 hours – but that did include a break for lunch. I started with washing the couch
covers in the machines but didn’t realise that the quick version of the run only washes for three minutes
– not enough in some cases to get ingrain stains out. I also managed somehow not to press one run
button and discovered after using the dryer I really needed 60 minutes not 40 – so the job extended
several hours. In the middle of all this I did start cleaning up the anchor locker – a quick wash, and the
start of a rust run. – but that job is far from finished.

16th July 2020. For various reasons, today wasn’t an efficient day either. By the time the contractors got
on site, we picked up a car, I did a quick shop and then got lost on the way back (I thought I’d be clever
to get around some road works and it didn’t work (my phone was in the boot)) it was too late to start
anything when I got back to boat before I had lunch and headed back out for a couple of medical
appointments. I got back close to dark to find the power back on – it had been turned off during the day
for the battery works.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Six Years on board.
17th July 2020. We were even less efficient today than yesterday. In fact I did
most of my activity after we got back from dinner out.
We had got up out of bed slightly later this morning, at around 0700. I made
muffins for breakfast because there was not enough muesli left for two of us, and
they came out of the oven ready to eat just as the contractors tuned up. The
contractors were on board a little longer than they’d expected and because there
was a hand over due at the end of the job, we couldn’t leave until after they did.
So it was mid afternoon when the last of the lads got off boat, so instead of going
out for lunch we had toast, and went out for dinner instead. After we got back
Andrew headed straight for the footy – however I headed straight for the
laundry. I spent the evening organising several loads of washing (in washing
machines so I could use detergent), cutting out the base for a template for an
anchor locker base, and pinning up the sheet I bought earlier in the month for
backs to the longer back curtains. It wasn’t until late in the evening that we
realised that today is the 6th Anniversary of being Aboard Sengo. Time flies.
Andrew went to bed at 2300. I went to bed at midnight.
18th July 2020. Today was more productive than the last two put together. I was
desperate for a walk – I really wanted a good loading on my feet as some
adjustments had been made to my orthotics a couple of days ago and I wanted,
if possible, to know they were good to go before we headed north. Last night we
had stated our priorities for jobs whilst we were on dock and had a vague
schedule – if I wanted a walk today the plan was for Andrew to get the big job
out of the way before hand. So after an average start to the day he headed out
the front to give the genset a service. The timing was good and as planned he
finished the job before lunch. However, as we’d been invited around to catch up
with A Fine Line, for sundowners, and the sun goes down relatively early in the
middle of winter, we didn’t really have enough time for a walk of any significant
length in the afternoon. Instead the plan changed to complete a second priority
job early after lunch and I’d get a shorter local walk before socialising. The
second job – the rig inspection. Whilst I had occupied my time this morning
backing the good curtains whilst Andrew had serviced the genset, the rig
inspection was a two person job – one to be up inspecting the rigging, and one
to operate the winches. Andrew went up; I got the job of getting him up the mast
and then safely back down again. Job done, and no major issues we headed off to
do our usual Paradise Point parade, but this time we accessed the circuit by car.
Back at Coomera after we’d left our hosts, Andrew sat down to some down time
on the computer. I however continued backing the curtains and started
planning how to roll them up.

© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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Walking in Willow Vale
19th July 2020. The AllTrails App has the walk we went on
today listed as the Willow Vale Recreational Trail. In truth
it is a combination of tracks in two reserves with a short
section along a bitumen road linking the two. I hadn’t done
as much walking as I’d hoped in the past few of days so a
good assessment of the slight adjustment that had been
done to my orthotic on Thursday was not yet underway.
Yesterday’s jaunt around Paradise Point still had my foot
hurting a little bit for a short time but I wanted a better
test. Today’s walk was not exceedingly long (6.8 kilometres
return – there and back otherwise you end up in private
property) but there was a fair bit of ‘up’, and on more
natural terrain, rather than concrete pavement. From a
foot perspective my foot issue didn’t really bother me until
around three quarters through the hike where it gave me a
small amount of grief; it hurt more and in a bigger
concentrated area when walking on pavement sometime
after that when we had got ourselves back into the
suburbs.
The ‘trail’ goes through bushland adjacent semi-rural
properties, and on some of it you are walking along private
fence lines. The tracks are of reasonable ‘horse width’ in
the Raffles Road Reserve West section of the ‘trail’ but in
upper reaches of the Crystal Creek Reserve section of the
trail you are walking along wider ‘dirt’ vehicular tracks.
The lower slopes have more vegetation, more shade, more
ground cover and more bird calls. As you ascend the
vegetation thins out with a similar amount of trees, but less
variety and concentration of understory, and sparser
grasses and sedges. Here the bird calls were less prolific
although we were ‘accompanied’ by a few small birds as we
turned around, one small bird flitting in a small tree only a
few meters from where we were standing (possibly a
lemon bellied flycatcher). You cant take the description
parameters of each location in the App as pure ‘gospel’
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au
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however - the last walk we accessed via
the All Trails App – the Witches Falls
Waterfall Circuit, mentioned bird
watching as one of the uses of the trail,
and indeed the calls there were prolific.
This one didn’t so we took our binoculars
out of our packs and left them on boat
but we should have left them in our
packs; if we had had time for a more
casual visit, this would be a great place to
watch birds. This trail however has
‘wildlife ‘listed but the only non avian we
saw was a monitor escaping up a tree.
The terrain has a fair degree of ‘up’ in
some places but of course, as it is an out
and back track, the way back has a fair
degree of ‘down’. The area reminded me
of where we used to live in our previous
land-based life – most of the bush and
road and track substrate looked similar
to the geology of the north eastern
fringes of the Melbourne suburbs, light
coloured rocky soil and rocks, lighter and
drier the further you went up the hill. If
you had asked me how to describe the
bush my answer would be ‘dry
sclerophyll forest.’ This description has
little meaning for those studying
vegetation management now - it has
been superseded by new, and more
varied terminology, but the bush here
did remind me so much of the local area
to where we used to live; the dryer
slopes of the Warrandyte, Kangaroo
Ground and St Andrew’s area, and in
general many of the dryer areas around
Melbourne’s fringes; a contrast to the sub
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tropical bush that you typically see around south east
Queensland.
According to the AllTrails App uses of the trail include
hiking, running and walking. We saw runners, walkers,
horse riders and mountain bikers; in fact three types of
users started the trail at the same time. The decision was
to let the runner go first, then the horses, and then slow,
old, us. It was great to get out in the bush for a walk with
wildly different scenery to what we have been used to for
the past couple of months – and it was only 20 minutes
drive from where we were tied on dock.
Before heading back to boat we headed to Anaconda to
replace Andrew’s walking poles (we’d bought them there
so a swap was easy), Spotlight where we picked up a shelf
for under the kitchen sink, and Bunnings for some timber
so we can roll the curtains up. Despite a shortish walk
and getting back mid afternoon we were exhausted so the
rest of the afternoon was spent recovering. We had done
a few yoga warm ups before our hike but nothing when
we got back so we were waiting to see how our bodies
coped on the morrow…..
Farewell to The Boat Works
20th July 2020. The plan had been to have a reasonably
early shower and then do a load of towels in the washing
machines before we left The Boat Works. Because I had
another load as well I needed two machines. There was one
free machine that wasn’t working, one that was finishing in
10 minutes, one that was empty but had a load with
detergent next to it (so I was a bit reticent to butt in) and
another couple that were full or being loaded. Rather than
stuffing around we decided to do (start) the washing on
boat later today – a lot more work and because I am using
elbow grease, they will probably end up a little less clean –
but they will be clean enough. Moving on, we borrowed a
courtesy car so we could return the hire car but that task
wasn’t as straightforward or as efficient as we’d hoped
either, because of the road works at the freeway exit 57
and peak hour traffic. After this we tried catching up with
another boat that we had not had the opportunity to visit in
the past five days, and they weren’t home… so we took a
deep breath and enjoyed a coffee and morning tea at the
café instead. After this it was a quick pick up of some spare
parts for the generator, a quick clean of the back walkway
(which always gets incredibly dirty), and a push off from
dock – thanks to ‘arm power’ from Anui.
© Trish Ebert www.purringalong.com.au

The motor down the Coomera River was
uneventful; there was very little wind and
the day was gorgeous – there was not a
cloud in the sky. Paradise Point
anchorage had plenty of room and we
anchored in the middle; the ‘adjacent’
boats some distance to the north and
south of us.
The new battery system seems to be
working well. The challenge over the
weekend had been to give it a bit of a kick
in the guts to test it and we ran it down to
a reasonable level (and it still had 12
something vaults in the system). We had
plugged the system into shore power this
morning to recharge the batteries and
after 2.5 hours had gained 30%. An hour
or so of motoring gained us another 15%.
The winches work, the anchor works and
one of the dc-to-dc chargers shut off
neatly – the other one didn’t though and
Andrew then had the manuals out to
work out what the issue was. As it turned
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out with wind against tide the slack water had us
on a lee shore with 0.1 under the keels close to
low tide so we got to turn on the engines again to
pull the chain in a bit – this time the recalcitrant
dc-to-dc unit behaved itself.
I did get some washing done in the evening but
because I currently don’t have a washing machine
hand washing takes time. The smaller load
mentioned earlier got done (4 pieces) but I only
managed to wash two towels.
21st July 2020. The wind was up by mid morning
– as we expected it to be – we just didn’t expect to
be so close to a lee shore – the wind and tide had
conspired to have us facing east and not southeast with the wind as expected. The day was
reasonably pleasant but we didn’t get off boat.
Instead we spent our time tidying up and starting
and completing a few projects. The curtains came
out again with the aim of putting the wooden
battens on the bottom so we could roll them up in
situ. It was at this point that I discovered I had
not been thinking straight and had bought the
wrong-sided stick on Velcro to finish the job. Not
thinking we were going to be around to get the
‘right stuff’ I will now have to think of another
way to achieve the same result. None the less, the
curtain above Andrew’s nav station was
completed, almost …..
22nd July 2020. This morning’s task was to go
shopping – we had all of some old (but still
edible) iceberg lettuce, and one carrot in the
fridge – and no meat in the freezer. It was the
perfect time to defrost the fridge, but of course,
that idea didn’t occur to me until later. To
make the most of our trip to shore however we
went for a walk first; both of us donning the
lighter daypacks so we could load them up
with groceries after our exercise. We did take a
trolley and insulated bag across to shore with
us – they were locked to the tinnie whilst we
went on our usual Paradise Point jaunt. This
morning I had added the original insoles that
came with my hike boots into the boots below
the orthotics. Because of the shortened
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orthotics my toes have never really had anything
under them, so at the end of a long walk the toes
can be quite tired – but fortunately have never
been blistered. The upshot is that there has never
been any padding under them. My choice had
been to either cut a section off the old original
inserts to place under the toes, or the top end of a
set of new fancy insoles, or as was suggested to
me, put the original insole back and put the
orthotics on these. This didn’t actually a make all
that much sense to me as normally you would
remove the original insoles out of shoes to put
orthotics in, and as original insoles in ‘better’
quality shoes usually have some sort of shaping,
minimal as it may be, then by placing them
underneath the orthotics it is quite possible you
are shaping the foot at a more emphasised ‘out’
angle than the orthotic is moulded to, and the
wrong angle for the foot. All that speculation
aside, the 45-minute walk gave me only a short
shot of minor foot grief.
Before heading back to boat we filled the trolley,
our packs and several bags with enough food for
a couple of weeks. But we aren’t quite out of here
yet – a part for our new battery system didn’t
come with the rest of the gear and we are waiting
around until it turns up and is installed.
Back on board the afternoon was spent in the
delightful company of Koolsid II.
23rd July 2020. Given the forecast for the next few
days I really wanted to make sure we got a walk in
this morning. Had we started earlier I might have
been willing to contemplate a second round of our
Paradise Point parade but settled for a cuppa and
something nice gluten free at the Burleigh Bakery
instead; it might be the last time we get to enjoy
this establishment for some time. The 45 minute
walk today gave me no foot grief what so ever. So
whilst the placement of the original insoles under
the new orthotics yesterday seemed counter
intuitive, so far, it has been a gain. If this fixes my
foot pain problem, it is highly likely it is going to fix
my back problem (although the origin of that is
still probably the packing mismanagement last
month) and may even have some impact on the
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arm issue (although there is probably some connection to
that issue in my technique of using my walking poles).
The part that wasn’t in the batch of stuff for our new battery
installation last week arrived at the contractors yesterday so
at around 1300 Andrew picked the contractors up from
shore and they replaced their jury rig temporary alternative,
as well as attending to a few other questions we have about
the new system.
The owner of
this row boat is
going to row it
across the
Pacific. What a
monumental
and inspiring
task.

24th July 2020. Wet.
Officially the rain had
started
yesterday
afternoon, of course
just
as
Andrew
dropped
the
electricians back to
shore. And it hasn’t
really stopped since.
On and Off. On and Off.
Our
only
real
excursion was a quick
trip to shore to say
goodbye to friends we
met early this year.
Their aspirations of cruising north are a couple of years away
(for good reason) so we farewelled them until we return. The
‘job’ of the day was testing our wet weather gear; our hiking
wet weather gear. For our quick jaunt to shore we both
donned our new hiking raincoats and new hiking rain pants;
the first time that the ‘kit’ has been worn together for purpose.
And whilst it was a ‘short run’ in the drizzle, we were pleased
that the clothing worked (as of course we would expect it to).
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25th July 2020. The system worked! I
was able to log onto Air Canada
tonight, and very easily transfer the
‘remaining credit’ (which happened to
be the total amount paid for tickets of
our in-limbo flight for August), into to a
travel voucher – with no limitation on
the route and no time limit! Now we
just have to wait for the World to open
up to let us use them! It was almost too
simple and I was partially disappointed
not to have to have another lovely
conversation with Air Canada airline
staff on the other side of the World.
Today saw the full use of our wet
weather gear for a decent (ish) test 1.5 hours (close enough) in the drizzle.
When we started our walk it wasn’t
raining but we kitted up anyway - the
rain had reached South Stradbroke
Island and we knew it was on the way.
We were a little overdressed for the
locals apparently however, one local
had a chuckle and told us we looked
like we were ready for Antarctica! It
was a longer walk than Sunday and
there were initially a couple of small
niggles in my right foot, but then they
disappeared. I felt pressure on an area
on the ball of the big toe at the end of
the walk but it wasn’t rubbing and it
wasn’t the start of a blister. I am
hopeful that this is just a settling issue.
Admittedly I wasn’t carrying a lot of
weight – the day pack had around 3
kilograms in it and we walked around
6 kilometres. I had done a couple of
small yoga sequences in the morning
but apart from reading a bit I didn’t do
much else today– my shoulder was
playing up and I wanted to protect it –
hence the lighter pack on the walk. The
rain came in bands all day. We charged
the batteries for the first time from the
generator and tried to understand the
new lithium system.
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26th July 2020. Whilst the past two days and nights have
provided us with on again, off again effectively light rain and
drizzle, today was different. From very early this morning the
rain was ‘solid’ (who started the trend of calling the rain ‘solid’?)
and continual. By the time it stopped mid morning Seaway,
around 11 kilometres to our south, had had 100ml of rain in the
previous 24 hours to 0900, and Monterey Keys, a ‘suburb’
around seven kilometres to the west of us, had had over 200ml!
It was hard to tell how much we’d had – but the deck was
relatively clean - pity I hadn’t had the energy to get out there
with the deck wash! The last bout of rain had come from the
north straight over us so we hadn’t missed out on any of the
heavier precipitation. But... after the rain came the sunshine and
after an early lunch, and a couple of short yoga sequences, we
headed to shore. The aim of today’s walk wasn’t extra distance I was still working on the fix for my feet - so we repeated
yesterday’s path with a heavier weight (I was carrying around
10 kilos). The pain in my feet seems to have gone – but still there
is a noted pressure underneath the ball of my right toe (I will
need to keep an eye on this) but whilst I was wary of my back
and arm issue they didn’t seem to bother me either. So –
hopefully the foot issue is fixed. We again accosted the fellow
who is going to row across the Pacific– I am just in awe of the
courage of this guy – and we in turn were accosted by two lots of
locals on the way back to the tinnie; one could almost say it was
a social afternoon – in this day and age of minimal contact and
‘social distancing’.
27th July 2020. It really was ‘curtains’ all day today. Having ‘misplanned‘ the stick on Velcro I had to come up with another way
to attach the bottom battens to aid the rolling up of the curtains,
and I chose small, sewn-on, tabs. For the first couple I used the
curtain material but thinking I might run out of that for the tie-on
straps, I changed the batten holding tabs to the left over sheet
instead. I also had to cut the battens to length so was grateful the
tinnie was dry when I used the mitre and saw.
After lunch it was a case of putting the curtains up. We had
experimented with a rolling up and putting straps on the curtain
over Andrew’s nav station window, but the straps were pulling
the curtain down where they wound around. To counteract this
we engaged the use of small chocks of wood Velcro’d to the
curtain, and by sticking the strap to the wall. This worked much
better. By the end of the day we had Andrew’s nav station curtain
done and up, the back door curtain done and up, the small back
window done (almost) and the big front window done (almost).
The middle back window can’t be stored rolled up because the
door slides. I continued with the curtains until 2000. The rest of
the evening was spent juggling between the dishes, watching the
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AFL
football
Geelong
vs
Freemantle game, making muesli
and tidying the cabin.
Technically we were supposed to
leave this anchorage today (we’d
reached our time limit), however
the wind was a westerly and
predicted to be gusting in the
high twenties. There is not
another local westerly protected
anchorage
that
we
have
experience with (we still haven’t
got to Wave Island to check out
that busy anchorage) and we
needed to do a shopping run so
we decided to ride out the bigger
gusts today at Paradise Point, and
do a shopping run to Runaway
Bay tomorrow before anchoring
elsewhere.

Plan C!
28th July 2020. Curtains before
breakfast! The small curtain above
the sink was finished off (I needed
to place the Velcro on the straps
so I could attach it to the wall) and
the curtain ‘stuck’ in place even
before the kettle went on this
morning Then it was the same
exercise for four straps for the big
front window. It might need five
but at the moment it is staying up
with four. We haven’t at this stage
stuck the straps to the wall as the
curtain seems to be keeping its
shape but that might change.

Living life in five-minute
increments. Plan A had been to
leave this anchorage yesterday, do
a shopping run and head north.
Plan B had been to wait out the
westerly winds with the strong
predicted gusts in the Paradise
Point protected anchorage and
take today’s calmer conditions to
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do the shopping run before heading north. The idea was
to prep Sengo to move around lunch time. Low tide was
due around 1000 so we were waiting for increasing
water levels to head to Runaway Bay. However by 0900
those plans were potentially changing. So it was Plan C.
We had had our new batteries for around a week. We
had charged them three times but they didn’t come off
‘bulk’ or get to the expected voltage for charge. We had
been playing phone tag with the electrician but a phone
conference this morning, where Andrew extolled his
excellent scientific skills (he had taken periodic readings
from the second charging but readings every five
minutes from last night’s charging) lead to the
explanation we possibly hadn’t given the system a full
cycle yet – despite the 30 extra minutes charging last
night when the system read 100 pc. So this morning at
0900 the generator went on again and we were going to
wait until the system changed. And surprisingly after 15
minutes the system came off ‘bulk’ and went on to
‘absorption’ - we hadn’t seen that before. So at mid
morning we didn’t know how long we were going to be
at the anchorage charging our batteries - but Andrew
was spending his morning in ‘five minute increments’
checking the system. At 1055 we hit 14V! Yay. The
system is supposed to go up to ’14.2’ We saw 14.5 but
that was only the first hurdle. After some time on
‘absorption’ the system is supposed to drop voltage
again and go into ‘float’ mode. That never happened
despite several hours of running the generator. In the
end, after consultation with the experts we turned the
generator off and booked the contractor to see us in the
morning. Of course, by this time it was around 1500 and
far too late to head to Runaway Bay to go shopping.
However, I had been a little proactive and had ferreted
the spare diesel jerry cans out from their hidey-hole. We
did have time to take a tinnie ride to the Runaway Bay
Marina for some fuel, and then to decant the 60 litres
into our port tank. At least that job
is out of the way.
Jobs of the day. Clean up back
cockpit in readiness to move, a
small
amount
of
washing,
newsletter.
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Plan D!
29th July 2020. Not knowing what today’s
investigations were going to turn up, or
indeed how long they were going to take I
decided to be a bit proactive and go
shopping in the morning by myself whilst
Andrew was entertaining the experts. That
meant being dropped off on shore around
0800 where the morning breeze was brisk
enough for me to put a pair of jeans on (I
had found them a week or two back in the
clean up of the Port Bow; wearing them
reminded me of winter in Melbourne and
made me glad we were in Queensland). The
sky was clear and of course out of the wind
the sun was warm – and quite hot by mid
morning. I ended up with a free bus ride
down to Runaway Bay. Because of Covid 19
the bus drivers aren’t taking cash for tickets
and I wasn’t even offered the option of
paying by credit card. Of course I ended up
on the 713 – probably the most convoluted
route to Runaway Bay there is from
Paradise Point, via Coombabah – but it is a
very pleasant suburb. At the Runaway Bay
Centre I filled the trolley, two bags and my
pack and hauled the lot into a 719 bus back
– a much more direct route – except that I
was expecting the bus to go around the
roundabout at the south end of the shops to
the bus stop I wanted. It didn’t – it headed
right up near the point to an area we’ve
often seen buses ‘resting’ before. So I had a
ten minute rest as well before it started its
journey back again and stopped at the bus
stop where I got off.
The issue with our batteries seems to be a
‘software programming issue’ and needs a
bit more work. We were overdue on our
departure from Paradise Point so had to
move out. Tomorrow’s forecast for the area
however wasn’t necessarily conducive to
picking up contractors even if we did move
back here tomorrow. I mentioned we could
motor back up to The Boat Works but given
it might take a couple of days to sort this
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out, anchoring wasn’t really an option;
technically you are only allowed to
anchor in the river for 24 hours. So in the
end we booked a pen at The Boat Works
for at least two nights. Getting there
however wasn’t as straightforward as it
should have been. In the process of
picking up the anchor I discovered we’d
managed to snag a rather long bit of
metal. Andrew didn’t believe me as by
the time he got involved to pull the chain
up with the spinnaker halyard at the
front of the boat, the offending item had
slipped straight down and off the chain.
This is a bit of a pity. This rubbish is a
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hazard and will either potentially
cause damage being driven by the
tide up and down the waterway,
or it will have settled back on the
bottom ready to be snagged again
by someone else setting up their
anchor.
The trip up the Coomera River
was non descript - the sun was
out, the sky was blue – it was in
fact a beautiful day. And there was
practically no wind – a perfect day
for diving on the bottom of Sengo
to check our non working sum log

Raising the sails! (well, one of them)
30th July 2020. At the end of January 2020 we
expected to be at The Boat Works today.
However by mid March, with the spread of Covid
around the World and the restrictions the
pandemic was putting on travel, that expectation
had disappeared. So it was ironic that we found
ourselves were we were expecting to be, no,
weren’t expecting to be, no, what?
At the end of January the booking however had
been for a lift out. Today we sat at the end of I
arm waiting for our contractors to sort out what
we all suspected was a software glitch…
The morning winds were very calm so whilst we
waited for the boys to turn up we raised the main
sail– just to see what it looked like; the waterfall
that came out of the sail bag could have filled a
bath! There were stripes of green mildew/mould
on the bottom of the sail but Andrew was unable
to clean them off – so he got distracted on
cleaning other parts of the boat up top (pity he
doesn’t do it more often).
Given the condition of the sail
and how it had fared covered
up in the previous month’s
weather conditions, I thought
I’d check the paddle boards.
The paddleboard covers had
kept them protected from the
sun, but they had the same
problem as the sail bag,
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Metal wrapped around the
anchor chain

as we had planned to do
at Peel Island today ….
But sometimes things
just don’t work out the
way you expect them to.

retaining water – and the boards had
spots of mildew prevalent. I spent
some time cleaning these spots off
but didn’t finish the job. A good dose
of salt water will probably kill off
most of what’s left. I did however
rinse the covers to help get rid of any

Sengo falls

latent mildew and algae.
Andrew’s job of the day was making
the anchor chocks for blue water
sailing, and I finished off (for all Cleaning the
intents and purposes) the curtain sum jog
project – most of them now have
battens in their bases and a method of holding them
rolled up in place when they are not being used – the
smaller curtains are removed and stored away.
And the software issue – turned out to be partially a
software issue and partially a hardware issue. Once
the contractors had worked out they’d been sent a
wrong cable (which apparently looked very similar
to the right one so the mistake wasn’t initially picked
up) they replaced the offensive cable with a newly
acquired correct one and everything fell immediately
into place. Everything seemed to be talking to
everything else and the missing third stage of the
charging cycle came about in due course. The
contractors are a bit grizzly on their suppliers, at
least in the short term, because it has cost us both
time and hassle, but in the end we are very happy
with the end result and we can start planning
(finally) our jump north to warmer climes.
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Sailing away – finally!
31st July 2020. At the end of January we
had today marked as a travel day - we
were heading north. Except we were
expecting to be heading north on a plane,
and travelling much further than today’s
total of 26 nautical miles. However, now,
given our tragic start to the year, Covid
19 and changed plans, and the delay in
leaving the Gold Coast, we are very glad
to be moving on anywhere.
We were off dock at 0720, and out the
Coomera River and turning north up
Main Channel around an hour later. The
river had been somewhat protected but
the wind coming up the Broadwater was
blowing around the 15 knot mark; which
meant around 9 knots across the deck.
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Following the lead of a
monohull, that was initially
in front of us, we put our
genoa up, but we kept the
engines on – if we’d turned
them off at this point we
would have been doing
around 3 knots (the wind
was directly behind us)
and we wouldn’t have
made it over the shallow
bit along the channel
coming in to Jacobs Well. We were on a dropping tide and
had no leeway with time. So, after getting to 0.2 meters
under the keels over the iffy bit of the waterway, we finally
turned the engines off at 0925, and sailed north. It was
such a lovely sound, or rather lack of it; quiet, smooth and
relaxing - the 3 to 7 knots of speed depending on the
fluctuating wind strength and angle. Going under the
power lines at Russell Island and Rocky Point is no longer
stressful (not after we watched a taller mast than ours go
under on a high tide last year) and as there were no
obstreperous crab pots in the way, the only obstacle we
needed to avoid was a large tinnie fishing at an awkward
placement to the pylon. We split the centre – the pylon and
tinnie around 2 meters off their respective sides. The
engines were turned back on as we turned east at 1130
along the channel between Macleay and Karragarra Islands
as the channel is protected and the wind had dropped off.
The genoa was wound away not long afterward and we
dropped the anchor at 1215 in cold south-east winds (up to
27 knots) in waters adjacent North Stradbroke Island just
north of Canaipa Point on Russell Island. If there hadn’t
been a strong wind warning for the area today, and the
wind predictions had been less, we would have made a
more concerted effort to get further north, but this
anchorage is the most protected anchorage in the area that
we are familiar with, and with around 40 meters of chain
out (finally we are back to putting a decent amount of chain
out) we knew we would be comfortable and safe.

Wind Warnings for Friday 31 July
Strong Wind Warning for the following areas
:Peninsula Coast, Cooktown Coast, Capricornia Coast, Fraser Island Coast, Sunshine Coast Waters and Gold Coast Waters
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